Preparation Girls for a Brighter Future

**OUR GLOBAL IMPACT IN FY18/19**

- **20,886** girls participated across **14** countries and territories

**GIRLS ARE EMPOWERED TO LIVE THEIR DREAMS**

- **90%** feel more confident about their future success
- **89%** created achievable goals for their future
- **89%** feel more prepared to pursue their career goals
- **89%** were introduced to professional role models

**GIRLS ARE INSPIRED BY POSSIBILITIES**

They said:

- “With all the advice I have received, I feel more determined.”—Japan
- “They reminded me to focus on my goals and dreams.”—Brazil
- “Dream It, Be It was an emotional outlet for me that I never had.”—USA
- “I cannot wait to fulfill my dreams and become the best version of myself.”—Philippines
- “We learned about resilience, how to overcome obstacles, to love ourselves.”—Bolivia